
Life is beautiful.  

Here’s what some notable figures had to say about it! 

1. 1. 1. 1.     “I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has“I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has“I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has“I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has    already been born.”already been born.”already been born.”already been born.”            
                    –––– Ronald Reagan Ronald Reagan Ronald Reagan Ronald Reagan    
 

2. “A person is a person no matter how small.” – Dr. Seuss    
    

3. “Even the smallest 3. “Even the smallest 3. “Even the smallest 3. “Even the smallest person can change theperson can change theperson can change theperson can change the    course of thecourse of thecourse of thecourse of the    future.” future.” future.” future.”     
                ― J.R.R. Tolkien J.R.R. Tolkien J.R.R. Tolkien J.R.R. Tolkien 

 

4. “The care of human life and happiness, and not their 
     destruction, is the first and only object of good government.”   
     – Thomas Jefferson 
 

5. “How can there be too many children? That is like saying there are too 

     many flowers.”    – Mother Teresa 
 

6. “This is a debate about our understanding of human dignity, 
   what it means to be a member of the human family, even though 
  tiny, powerless and unwanted”   – Henry Hyde 

 

7. “It seems to me clear as daylight that abortion wo7. “It seems to me clear as daylight that abortion wo7. “It seems to me clear as daylight that abortion wo7. “It seems to me clear as daylight that abortion woulduldulduld    be a crime.”be a crime.”be a crime.”be a crime.”    –––– Gandhi Gandhi Gandhi Gandhi 
 

8. “We’re all human, aren’t we? Every human life is worth the same, and worth 
     saving.”   – J.K. Rowling    

9999. . . . Being pregnant was very much likeBeing pregnant was very much likeBeing pregnant was very much likeBeing pregnant was very much like    falling in love.falling in love.falling in love.falling in love.    You areYou areYou areYou are    so open. Youso open. Youso open. Youso open. You    

            are soare soare soare so    overjoyed. There’s no wordsoverjoyed. There’s no wordsoverjoyed. There’s no wordsoverjoyed. There’s no words    that cathat cathat cathat cannnn    express having a babyexpress having a babyexpress having a babyexpress having a baby        

            growing inside of you so,growing inside of you so,growing inside of you so,growing inside of you so,    of course, youof course, youof course, youof course, you    want to scream it out and tellwant to scream it out and tellwant to scream it out and tellwant to scream it out and tell    

         everyone.” everyone.” everyone.” everyone.”        –––– Beyonce Beyonce Beyonce Beyonce    

11110000. And s. And s. And s. And she said hearing her unborn baby’he said hearing her unborn baby’he said hearing her unborn baby’he said hearing her unborn baby’ssss    heartbeatheartbeatheartbeatheartbeat “was the “was the “was the “was the    

             most beautiful most beautiful most beautiful most beautiful    music Imusic Imusic Imusic I    ever heard in my life.”ever heard in my life.”ever heard in my life.”ever heard in my life.” 
 

11. “The fight for the right to life is not the cause of a special few, but the cause of 

     every man, woman and child who cares not only about his or her own family, but 

    the whole family  of man.”        – Dr. Mildred Jefferson 
 

12. “Sweeter even than to have had the joy of children of my own has it 

     been for me to help bring about a better state of things for 

    mothers generally, so that their unborn little ones could not be 

    willed away from them.”   – Susan B. Anthony 
 


